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The Pro Football Focus audience is 90% US based, and is largely comprised  
of male, college-educated professionals with disposable income.

Facebook Pixel Demographic Information
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PFF attracted 17.4MM unique monthly users in 2016. 
We expect to grow to 20MM+ in 2017.

Google Analytics Website Traffic
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Fast Facts:
Peak Month 2016: 4MM users - September
Low Month 2016: 1MM users - June
Device breakdown - 62% mobile, 32% desktop, 6% tablet
Traffic by Geo - 91% USA, 3% Canada, 1.5% UK
Average 57% returning users and 43% new users every 30 days



Our extended audience includes 30k paid subscribers, 550k social followers, 
65k email subscribers, and 50k podcast listeners.
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Opportunities
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Content Sponsorships

Feature your brand in PFF’s editorial content, NFL team pages, or fantasy rankings.
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Brand logo, phrase and link in 
content header and footer.

Includes custom social graphic with 
brand logo shared on PFF Twitter, 
Facebook, and Instagram accounts.

Includes link shares on PFF social 
accounts with @brand mention.

Includes send to PFF email list with 
brand mention.

$2,000 per article (5 article minimum)
Guaranteed 20k pageviews each.
Lives onsite for at least 1 year.



Social Media Graphic Sponsorships

Postion your brand within PFF’s engaging social media infographics.
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Prominent brand visibility in a series 
of football infographics.

Text of post includes @brand 
mention.

Shared across PFF Twitter, 
Facebook, and Instagram accounts.

Optimized for peak days and times.

$2,000 per 5 image/5 day campaign.
Guaranteed 500 engagements per 
campaign (likes/shares/retweets).



Podcast Sponsorships

Let PFF’s talented podcasters introduce your brand to thousands of dedicated listners.
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Choose from host reads, pre-roll, 
mid-roll, and featured sponsorships.

All episodes promoted across PFF 
Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram 
accounts.

Includes sponsor mention in our 
weekly podcast email, sent out to 
full PFF email list.

Minimum $5,000 buy.
Guaranteed delivery at $15 CPM 
(episode downloads).
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Contact:

Geoff Beers
Director of Marketing

geoff.beers@profootballfocus.com
513-348-0914


